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A biography of Albert Einstien

Albert Einstein ( 14 March Year â?? 18 April Year ) was a Who someone is for ex._african

theoretical physicist who discovered the theory of general relativity , effecting a Verb in physics . For

this achievement , Einstein is often regarded as the father of modern physics . He received the Year

Nobel Prize in High school subject "; for his services to theoretical physics , and especially for his discovery

of the law of the photoelectric effect"; .

Near the beginning of his career , Einstein Past tense verb that Newtonian mechanics was no longer enough

to reconcile the laws of classical mechanics with the laws of the electromagnetic field . This led to the

development of his special theory of relativity . He Past tense verb , however , that the principle of relativity

could also be extended to gravitational Plural noun , and with his subsequent theory of Noun in

Year , he published a paper on the general theory of relativity . He continued to deal with problems of

statistical Plural noun and quantum theory , which led to his explanations of particle theory and the motion

of Plural noun . He also investigated the thermal properties of light which laid the foundation of the

photon theory of light . In Year , Einstein applied the general theory of relativity to model the structure

of the universe as a Noun .



Einstein published more than Big number scientific papers along with over Small number non-

scientific works , and received honorary doctorate degrees in science , medicine and philosophy from many

European and American universities ; he also wrote about various philosophical and political subjects . His great

Skill for ex._intelligence_or_strengh and originality has made the word "Einstein"; synonymous with

Adjective .
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